The concrete foundation assembly for the Cable Guardrail Intermediate Anchor Assembly shall be cast in place. The reinforced anchor shall be made using a concrete suitable for complete embedment in soil.

The Cable Guardrail Intermediate Anchor Assembly shall include one Cable Guardrail Intermediate Anchor Bracket (TFPA05) and either:
   a) eight Hooked Anchor Stud and Nut (TFRH20a), or
   b) eight Straight Anchor Stud and Nuts (TFRS20a) and one Cable Guardrail Intermediate Anchor Plate (TFPA03).

It shall also include 10M (No. 3) bars as shown on the drawings. The complete Cable Guardrail Intermediate Anchor Assembly shall include all parts as shown on the drawings.

Dimensional tolerances not shown or implied are intended to be those consistent with the proper functioning of the part, including its appearance and accepted manufacturing practices. Cable Guardrail Intermediate Anchor Assembly may be supplied in the nearest equivalent Imperial, or English, units and corresponding manufacturing specification.